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1. INTRODUCTION 
Short-term variation and long-term changes of the production of the radia­
tive solar energy have been qualitatively shown by a number of authors, both 
for total radiation and for different monochromatic ranges. However, these 
results have not been elaborated by the universal method up to the present time 
and no physical interpretation has been presented. 
This paper deals with changes of solar radiation during an eleven-year solar 
cycle and with their dependence on the wave-length. The Sun being the source 
of the radiation of all bodies of the solar system, the methods of the determi­
nation of variation of the solar constant are very different and they concern 
a wide spectral range. The most important ones are as follows: 
a) direct measurements of the solar constant; 
b) investigation of influence of solar radiation on solar-terrestrial phenomena; 
c) investigation of influence of solar radiation on the brightness of planets 
and their satellites; 
d) investigation of influence of solar radiation on the brightness of comets. 
Concrete methods giving results suitable for qualitative elaboration are 
described in paragraphs 3—7. 
2. METHOD OF ELABORATION 
As individual solar cycles are not equally active, the changes of the solar 
constant must be expressed as a function of some parameter of solar activity. 
Studying the influence of ultraviolet solar radiation on the critical frequency 
of individual ionospheric regions Allen [5, 6] succesfully used sunspot numbers. 
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The suitability of a sunspot number as a parameter of solar activity is also 
demonstrated by the photographs of the Sun obtained on March 13, 1959, in 
the Lyman-alpha line by a camera placed in a Aerobee-Hi rocket [1]: the maxi-
mum intensity of the solar disc corresponds to a group of sunspots conspicuous 
on the integral light photograph. 
Therefore, we shall investigate the energy of the Sun IQ in the arbitrary wave-
length, A, as the following function of the suspot number, R: 
JQ(A) = a(X)[\ + kxRl (1) 
where kx is the variation coefficient; a(X) denotes the zero-point and its value 
depends on the choice of units. 
3. DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT 
These measurements have been obtained at the Smithsonian Institute in 
the United States and its branch institutes. Results have been published in 
a number of papers by Abbot and his collaborators. Paper [2] directly concerns 
our problem; it studies the 
" time-course of the total so-
lar constant during the 
years 1920—1939 by means 
of harmonic analysis and 
elaborates the variations 
of the radiation of different 
wave-lengths from 3500 A 
to the infrared region by 
comparison of two groups 
of extreme values of very 
reliably determined mono-
chromatic solar constants. 
Abbot found besides thir-
teen shorter periods a pe-
riod of 23 years in the 
time-course of the total solar constant from the years 1920—1939. This pe-
riod can be used as a basis for determining the variation of monochromatic 
solar constants, which are given only in arbitrary units in paper [2]. 
The regression straight line of IQ regarding R of the correlation between 
the total solar constant and sunspot numbers for the shown time-interval is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Plotting the ratio —^-from the formula (1) against R, its 
slope is equal to 
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Fig. 1. R gг ssion stгaight lin of th d p nd nc of th 
total sołaг constant on unspot numb гs duгing years 
1920—1939 and 1940—1950. 
a 
kr = 0.0000174 ± 0.0000012 m. e. (2) 
The correlation coefficient, y, of the dependence and the resulting variation 
coefficient, k2, which is computed from the formula 
I + - Ï 
kz = tg— arctg kr -
AvV* 
are given in summary Tab. 3. 
-ш (3) 
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The elaboration of measurements of monthly means of total solar constants 
from the years 1940—1950 has been carried out in the same way by Aldrich [3]. 
The slope of the regression straight line of —— regarding R in this period results 
Of 
in 
kr = 0.0000145 ± 0.0000019 m. e., (4) 
which agrees very well with (2) (see Pig. 1). The figures at the individual points 
denote the number of months included in them. 
To be able to link a number of relative variations to the variation of the total 
solar constant, it is necessary to determine such an "effective" wave-length A<> 
of total solar radiation, where the variation coefficient of corresponding mono­
chromatic radiation is identical with that of the total solar constant kz; then 
it follows that 
Jb = -
J kJQ(X) dA 
oo 
j / (A) dA 
(б) 
In this equation energies IQ(X) are virtually weights of coefficients fe- From the 
dependence of monochromatic radiation on wave-length published in Abbot's 
paper [2] it follows that the relation between the variation coefficient of the 
total solar constant and that of monochromatic fluxes may be expressed 
where 
t) = —3.2 ± 0.2. 
By inserting for kx from (6) into 
(5) we obtain the following ex­
pression for the "effective" wave­
length of the total solar constant 
A,= 1S* 
co -IV, 
j / (A).A" dA . 
(8) 
If we know the energy distribu­
tion in the spectrum of the Sun 
we can easily determine A©. Values 
published in [4] were taken for in­
tensities /©(A); they are plotted at 
the bottom of Fig. 2. Function 
II/Q(A) computed by using the 
value of ks from Tab. 3 is given 





Fig. 2. Curve of absolute amplitudes of solar 
radiation variation in the range of wave-lengths 
2000 À to 26 000 Â (at the top) and energy 
distribution in continuous solar spectrum 
(at the bottom). 
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X0 = 4850 A • (9) 
as the most probable value of effective wave-length of total solar constant. 
Variation coefficients kx are again included in Tab. 3. Finally, let us underline 
that Abbot and his collaborators took direct measurements of monochromatic 
solar radiation beginning with a wave-length of 3500 A. 
An independent investigation of changed of long-wave ultraviolet solar ra-
diation was carried out by Pettit [14]. With the help of the method of Bouguer's 
straight lines he studied the ratio of monochromatic intensities of 3200 A and 
5000 A. But the results of his measurements from the years 1933—1938 are 
not too reliable as the unfavourable influence of the atmosphere on the deter-
mination of the exact slope of these straight lines has not been quite eliminated. 
The results of the elaboration of these measurements according to equation (1) 
are shown in summary Tab. 3. 
4. VARIATION OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT DETERMINED FROM THE 
CHANGES OF ELECTRON DENSITY OF IONOSPHERIC REGIONS 
Considering terrestrial phenomena the correspondence between solar activity 
and the degree of ionisation of ionospheric layers has been found to be the 
best so far. According to Chapman's theory [7] of the structure of a ionospheric 
layer the expression for its maximum electron concentration is 
where S0 is the number of photons falling on 1 cm
2/sec on the boundary of the 
atmosphere, % *s ^n e zenith distance of the Sun, a recombination coefficient, 
H parameter of the height of the layer and e the basis of Napier's logarithmi. 
As the maximum electron concentration depends on the critical frequency of 
the ionospheric layer /, according to the formula 
N~f* 
and as we can obviously put 
s.~/©W, 
we have the opportunity of determining the solar constant in the corresponding 
wave-length range from the formula 
J 0 ( A ) ~ J I . « . - - £ _ . (11) 
w cos# 
The differences of the value of the characteristic number /*/cos % of the 2?-region 
in the years 1937/38 (maximum of solar activity) and 1933/34 (minimum) were 
already noticed by Appleton and Naismith [8] and a number of other authors. 
Measurements of the course of the characteristic number of E- and ^-regions 
have been elaborated in paper [9]. A detailed study of the critical frequencies 
of ionospheric regions E, Fx and F2 during the years 1937—1947 was carried 
out by Allen [5, 6]. He elaborated the measurements in two different ways: 
the intensity of radiation, S0, was expressed in form (1) and derived from the 





where he inserted for n both n -= 4 according to theory [7] and such a value 
which best corresponded to observations. For the 2.7-region he got 
nE = 3.72 
and for the ^-region 
nFl = 4.30. 
The mechanism of the Fz-Tegion ionization is different from those previously 
mentioned, so that the exponent in equation (12) is about n ~ 2. 
The problem of determination of wave-lengths of ionization radiation, more 
exactly that of ionization poten-
tials of photo-chemical reactions 
in individual regions is solved in 
papers [10, 11, 12]. The situation 
is more complicated for the ^-re -
gion, as we do not know the con-
tribution of the ionization effect 
of corpuscular radiation towards 
the ionization of the region. The-
refore we cannot use the ^-region 
for the determination of variation 
of wave character radiation. i_ \ . . . . t . . . . ( . . . . f . 
The investigation of changes ° 5° m 150 R 
of the ^-region electron density F i g 3 Y e a r l y m e a n s o f t h e c h a n g e 8 o f g h o r t . 
during the years 1931—1954 was w a v e solar radiation affecting the .^-region 
carried out by Hulburt [32]. He ionization in the dependence on sunspot num-
assumed — in agreement with b e r s (1931—1954). 
our basic equation (1) — that the 
radiation consists of a quiet sun background on which a flux of radiation di-
rectly proportional to the sunspot number, R, is superposed. Dependence 
la = IQ(B) is represented in Fig. 3; the yearly means are plotted, open cir-
cles denote odd cycles, full ones even cycles. The variation coefficient derived 
from odd cycles is equal to 
h = 0.0123 ± 0.0006 
and the correlation coefficient ip(B, IQ) = 0.993 ± 0.004. For even cycles we 
get analogously 
kx = 0.0108 ± 0.0009 
with the correlation coefficient rp(R, IQ) = 0.979 -£ 0.012. Both values of the 
variation coefficient are in good agreement. 
The most probable wave-lengths of radiation ionizing the E- and ^-regions 
as well as the results of measurements from Allen's papers [5, 6] and from that 
of Hulburt [32] are tabulated in summary Tab. 3. 
Theoretically it is possible to derive the solar radiation variation in a wave-
length range between 1500 A and 2500 A from the change in the ozone content 
of the upper atmosphere during the eleven-year cycle on the basis of the method 
advanced by Wulf and Deming for the determination of the vertical distribut-
ion of ozone in the atmosphere [13]. In practice, this way has not yet been 
used. The physical processes at smaller heights above the surface of the Earth 
cannot be used for the determination of changes of the solar radiation as 
initial agent, considering their considerable inertia. 
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5. DETERMINATION OF THE VARIATION OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT 
FROM CHANGES IN THE BRIGHTNESS OF U R A N U S AND NEPTUNE 
During the years 1953 to 1958 systematic photoelectric measurements of the 
brightness of the planets Uranus and Neptune were taken at the Lowell 
Observatory; the spectral range of measurements corresponds to B-magnitude 
Tab. 1 

























of Johnson's and Morgan's photometrical system (U, B, V) with Xeff — 4350 A 
[15]. The details of the method are discussed in papers [16, 17, 18]. The results 







Tab. 1. The dependence of B-
magnitude of Uranus and Neptu­
ne on the sunspot number is 
shown in Fig. 4 and 5, and re­
sulting coefficients k are tabula­
ted in Tab. 3. 
8.27 : 
i i 1 ' 1 1 1 1 
Ю0 200 
Fig. 4. Yearly means of the changes of 
Uranus' brightness in the dependen­
ce on sunspot numbers (1953—1958). 
6. DETERMINATION OF THE VARIATION OF THE SOLAR CONSTANT 
FROM CHANGES IN THE BRIGHTNESS OF COMETS 
The investigation of the dependence of absolute brightness of 563 comets 
published in Vsekhsviatsky's "Catalogue of Absolute Magnitudes of Comets'' 
[19, 20] on the phase of the solar cycle was carried out by the author [21, 22]. 
The physical interpretation of the ascertained dependence, which is published 
together with the results in paper [23], is based on the conception of the comet 
dust-gas model. In paper [22] it is proved by consideration of qualitative 
character that the changes of the total brightness of a comet are affected firstly 
by those of its gaseous component. The balance of this molecular radiation can 




= л dÄ-вч>[-та-я-]^« + ^ ' л ) ' dФ (13) 
where Ziř10 is the average absolute magnitude of comets in the giv n phase of 
solar cycle Ф, E is the corresponding sunspot number and Al9 Aг, A are const-
ants in which coefficients of the photodissociation process, life-time of radiating 
molecules and their effective cross-
section are included; besides, the 
last two coefficients contain the 
variation coefficient of solar radi- fiflбC 
ation exciting gaseous molecules 
in cometary atmosphere. в 
From ionization potentials of 
the most frequent molecules in бXtřL . 
cometary atmospheres [24] the - ъ 
following most probable effective " # 
wave-length of exciting solar UV- \ 
radiation holds i i . . . . . i i . i . i Ь Һ Ы I I I I J 
Л * - = 9 0 0 Å . 0 Ю0 200 
The results for the average solar 
cycle are included in the summary 
table. 
Fig. 5. Yearly means of the changes of Neptu­
ne's brightness in the dependence on sunspot 
numbers (1953—1958). 
7. ROCKET RESEARCH OF THE LYMAN-ALPHA EMISSION AND OTHER 
REGIONS OF UV-RANGE OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 
The rocket research of UV-radiation of the Sun falls methodically under the 
paragraph about direct measurements of solar radiation, but in contrast to 
methods of solar constant measurements this research has a special characteris­
tic features arising partly from the technical aspect of the problem partly from 
the physical structure of the Sun in the studied range of radiation. 
The great disadvantage of these results, which were ascertained mainly 
before the opening of the IGY, is the fact that they record the solar radiation 
for a very short time; the determination of the changes is thus very inaccurate. 
The greatest progress was reached in the measurement of the Lyman-alpha 
emission; twelve measurements were obtained by means of photon counters, 
thermoluminescent phosphors, ion chambers and photometry of spectrograms 
during the years 1949—1956 [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. As responses of individ­
ual types of indicators are different the results obtained by various method are 
not comparable. The most continuous series of measurements was taken by 
ion chambers; their ionization thershold is at 1340 A. On the short wave-length 
side the response of ion chambers is limited at 1100 A. More than 95 per cent 
of the solar radiation between these two wave-lengths is concentrated in the 
Lyman-alpha line [40]. The summary of the results obtained by ion chambers 
is listed in Tab. 2. The individual columns show: launching time M. S. T., 
Lyman-alpha emission intensity, sunspot number for the launching date, sun-
spot number smoothed-out from thirteen days (six before and six after launching 
date) and references. Even though the correlation between the sunspot number 
and emission intensity is low enough, the agreement using i?<13) is much better. 
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Tab. 2 
The Lyman-alpha emission energy measured by ion chambers during years 
1955—1956 
Dat , M. S. T. Lac r g . c m _ 2 . s - 1 R R<
18> г f. 
1955 X. 18.66 
1955 X. 21.72 
1955 X I . 4.35 
1956 VII. 17.80 
1956 VII. 25.88 
4.7—8.7 
4.0±0.8 
9 . 2 ± 3 
6.1 ± 0 . 3 
















I t seems, the suitability of sunspot numbers as statistical parameter of solar 
activity is verified. 
At all events the value of Lyman-alpha emission variation, which is given in 
Tab. 3, must be considered to carry very low weight regarding the following 
unfavourable circumstances: 
a) correlation coefficient is very low, so that the correlation ratio is only 
about 1,4; 
b) intensity measurements of the Lyman-alpha emission included great 
observational errors as may be seeri from Tab. 2; 
c) correlation coefficient is derived from a very short time interval (about 
one year); 
d) the mean of Lyman-alpha intensity values ought to be plotted against 
i?<13> for elimination of observational errors and real short-term fluctuation of 
emission; 
e) the Lyman-alpha emission originates in the chromosphere, so that the 
found variation of monochromatic solar constant differs by its character from 
continuous photosphere radiation ending practically at 1500 A [44]. 
The situation concerning other emissions of Lyman series is more difficult. 
On a spectrogram which showed the Lyman-alpha emission as well as the Ly-
man-beta emission Tousey [40] estimated their intensities as 0,4 e r g . c m - 2 . s - 1 
and 0,03 erg. c m - 2 , s - 1 respectively, so that their ratio was about 1000 : 75, 
while on the later spectrogram Violett and Resnse [41] estimated it as 1000 : 60; 
at the same time the Lyman-alpha intensity was about 3,4 erg. c m - 2 , s - 1 [42]. 
Several experiments were carried out to determine the intensity distribution 
across the solar disc in the Lyman-alpha line. The results obtained by Miller, 
Mercury and Rense [43] did not give uniform conclusion in this question. On 
the other hand Johnson, Malitson, Purcell and Tousey [37] on the basis of the 
Lyman-alpha line images obtained on February 21, 1955, came to the con­
clusion that neither limb brightening nor darkening exist to within about 20 %, 
which was the attainable accuracy. Similarly, any limb brightening effect, 
theoretically assumed by de Jager [45], was not found on the later images 
by Mercury, Miller, Rense and Stuart [46, 47]; the very first-quality image 
obtained ori March 19, 1959 [1] gives negative result too. 
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8. LIST OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND EMPIRICAL FORM OF THE DEPEN-
DENCE OF VARIATION COEFFICIENT ON WAVE-LENGTH 
Tab. 3 contains the list of variation coefficients kx of solar radiation, derived 
by the methods described in paragraphs 3—7. The individual columns give: 
Xeff — effective wave-length of solar radiation; 
kx — variation coefficient of solar radiation; the numerical value des-
cribes its relative change corresponding to the change of sunspot 
number for a unit; assuming for an average solar cycle the maximum 
(monthly) sunspot number RM = 100 and the minimum one Rm = 
= 0, the relative amplitude of the intensity expressed in per cents 
is equal to 104 kx\ its mean error is given contingently; 
log kx — its Brigg's logarithm with mean error contingently; 
aut. — name of the author publishing the measurements results, and re-
ferences; 
meth. — t h e main feature of the method determining the variation coef-
ficient kx\ 
int £ — time-interval during which measurements were taken; 
note — note giving e. g. some special character of the method or elaborat-
ion; 
sign. — denotation on Fig. 6; 
y)(R,Io) — correlation coefficient of the relation and its mean error as far as 
it was possible to derive it; 
xp 
—j— — correlation ratio; 
Axp 
0—C1 — residuals between values observed and computed from (14) con-
sidering (I); 
O—C2 — residuals between values observed and computed from (14) con-
sidering (II). 
The dependence of kx on the wave-length is graphically represented in Fig. 6. 
Denotation is done according to column 8 of Tab. 3. 
Fig. 6 shows that the variation coefficient can be with a sufficient accuracy 
expressed in the form 
log kx = A + B log -A + tf(W-Aj2 . (14) 
Assuming, that the form of this dependence in the range between 1300 A and 
3000 A, where no measurements are at our disposal, corresponds to the character 
of that in neighbouring ranges, the coefficients A, B and C can be derived for 
the whole range between 620 A and 11000 A; in such a case we get 
A = — 4 . 2 4 2 ± 0.022, \ 
J? = — 3.36 ± 0 . 1 1 , I (I) 
C = — 0 . 7 5 ± 0.15, J 
if A and kx are expressed in the same units as in Fig. 6. The effective wave-
length of the total solar constant is again denoted as Ao, so that A = log kx, 
using symbolics of paragraph 3. Using measurements from visual and partly 
from infrared ranges only, the values of coefficients are as follows: 
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Tab. 3 
Synopsis of measured variation coefficients of solar constant during 
Яeff(Å) hx log Ы aut . m th. 
620 
0 .0124 — 1 . 9 1 
All n [5, 6] 
from influ nc o f ioni-
za t ion UF-гadiation 
chang s on chang s o f 
critical fг q u ncy o f 
FVr g ion 
0.0168 — 1 . 7 7 
740 
0.0097 — 2 . 0 1 
All n [5, 6] 
from influ nc o f ioni-
za t ion UF-radiation 
chang s o n chang s o f 
cг itica l fг q u ncy of 
2£-г g ion 
0.0088 — 2 . 0 5 
0 .0110 ± 0.0007 - 1 . 9 6 ± 0 . 0 3 Hulbuг t [32] 
900 0.0080 ± 0.0001 - 2 . 1 0 ± 0 . 0 1 S kanina [23] 
from couгs o f c o m tary 
brightn ss d u г i n g c y c l 
1216 0.0049 ± 0.0038 - 2 . 3 1 ± 0 . 3 4 
B C F K [38], 
C F K K [39] 
Lyman-alpha m iss ion 
m asuг d b y ion cham-
b гs 
3200 0.00025 ± 0.00014 - 3 . 6 0 ± 0 . 2 4 P t t i t [14] 
fгom гa t io o f in t ns i t i s 
Я 3200 : Я 5000 
4350 
0.000079 ± 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 3 - 4 . 1 0 ± 0 . 1 3 
Johnson, 
Iг ia t [15] 
fгom ß - m a g n i t u d va-
r ia t ion of Uranus 
0 .000132 ± 0.000039 - 3 . 8 8 ± 0 . 1 3 
,
fгom 2?-magnitud va-
r ia t ion o f N p t u n 
4850 0.0000515 ± 0.0000053 - 4 . 2 9 ± 0 . 0 5 
Abbot, Ald-
rich, 
H o o v r [2] 
t o t a l solaг cons tan t va-
r ia t ion 
3500 0.000172 — 3 . 7 6 
Abbot, 
Aldгich, 
H o o v e r [2] 
fгom t h rat io o f vaгia-
t i o n o f monochгoma t ic 
solar cons tan t t o t h a t 
o f t o t a l solar oons tan t 
3600 0.000162 — 3 . 7 9 
3710 0.000119 — 3 . 9 2 
3850 0.000089 — 4 . 0 5 
3970 0.000100 — 4 . 0 0 
4130 0.000070 — 4 . 1 5 
4310 0.000089 — 4 . 0 5 
4520 0.000055 — 4 . 2 6 
4750 0.000046 — 4 . 3 4 
5030 0.000037 — 4 . 4 3 
5350 0.000043 — 4 . 3 7 
5740 0.000034 — 4 . 4 7 
6240 0.000034 — 4 . 4 7 
6860 0.0000137 — 4 . 8 6 
7220 0.0000122 — 4 . 9 1 
7640 0.0000183 — 4 . 7 4 
8120 0.0000107 — 4 . 9 7 
8630 0.0000077 — 5 . 1 1 
9220 0.0000062 — 5 . 2 1 
9860 0.0000030 — 5 . 5 2 
10620 0.O000030 — 5 . 5 2 
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eleven-year cycle in the wave-length range 620 A to 11 000 A 
int t not sign. y, (R, ІQ) Atp 0—Cx O—C, 
1937-1947 
for n = 4 in foгmula 
s,~tì 
T —0.07 — 
foг n = 4,30 in foгmula 
s0~ 
V + 0.07 — 
1937-1947 
for n = 4 in formula 
S0~ђ Á 
—0.01 — 
for n = 3,72 in foгmula 
S0~ђ 
л —0.06 — 
1931-1954 for n = 4 in formula 
S o ~ / ? 
• 0.978 ± 0.009 108.7 + 0.04 — 
1610-1954 mean from odd and v n cycl O + 0.09 — 
1955-1956 instrum n t r spons 1100 Å — 1345 Å Ф 0.481 ± 0.343 1.4 + 0.18 — 
1933-1938 • 0.262 ± 0.116 2.3 + 0.06 +0.09 
1953-1968 
XJ 0.850± 0.113 7.5 —0.02 —0.02 
N 0.872 ± 0.098 8.9 + 0.20 + 0.20 
1920-1939 chang s in 23-y aг cycl 0.479 ± 0.044 10.9 —0.05 —0.05 
1929-1939 
total solar constant 
vaгiation d t rmin d 
from Abboťs, Aldricłťs 
and Hoov r's m asur -
m nt [2] was us d as 




+ 0.02 + 0.04 









+ 0.01 + 0.01 
+ 0.02 + 0.01 
+ 0.14 + 0.13 
—0.10 —0.11 
—0.07 —0.08 
+ 0.19 + 0.19 
+ 0.06 + 0.06 
+ 0.02 + 0.02 




A = — 4.236 ± 0.029, | 
B == — 3.27 ±0 .22 , I (n) 
O = — 1.18 ± 1.05, J 
that is almost the same result. 
In the following Tab. 4 values of the exponent e of the approximate relation 
k~X«X) (15) 
! 
- 3 _ 
- 4 . 
-5_ 
ao J 5 4L0 * £ * 
1—H t i '—H 1 1—H 1 •—H I 1 » 
600 800 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 6000 6006 10000 A A 
Fig. 6. Measured values of variation coefficient in the dependence on wave-length in 
the range of 620 A to 11 000 A. 
for different wave-lengths are given; they are computed from (14) using results 
(I) and (II). We can see the exponent reaches the values within the boundaries 
—2,7 and —3,6 in the investigated wave-length range. For XX < 3000 A tabul-
ated values of e(X) hold good only under the same assumptions taken into 
account when deriving the coefficients (I). Regarding the approximate character 
of the empirical formula (14), the exponent e(X) for X ~ 10 000 A must be 
considered with reserve too. 
9. INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF CONTINUOUS RADIATION OVER 
THE SOLAR DISC 
To explain the form of the dependence of the variation coefficient kx on the 
wave-length it is necessary to admit a certain expression for emergent mono-
chromatic flux of radiation on the solar surface [25a]. Let us denote # angle 
between the direction of radiation and normal to the solar surface, rv optical 
40 
Tab. 4 
Exponent s of dependence of variation coefficient on wave-length 
A(A) 
«(A) 





































depth for radiation of a given frequency v, Iv(xV9 ft) intensity of radiation in 
a given depth and of a given direction, and Jv(rv) source function, then the 
transfer equation for stellar atmospheres has the form of 
COS 0 dI'(T'"Ů) = J r(T 0) _ J„(Tv) 
QT-, 
and for the intensity on the surface of photosphere results: 
Iv(0, ft) = I Jy exp [— rv sec ft] sec ft drv. 
(iб) 
(17) 
Assuming that in each point of the atmosphere characterized by temperature 
TXy the conditions of the local thermal equilibrium are fulfilled the source 
function is equal to Planckian one of a given temperature: 
J„(T„) = Br(ry) = - ^ £ - jexp \W^\ ~
l}> (18) 
h is Planck's constant, k Boltzmann's constant and c the velocity of light. 
Let us assume further the continuous absorption coefficient Xy in the solar 
atmosphere to be independent of optical depth, so that 
rv = -=- • т, 
x 
(19) 
where x is the opacity of solar matter. Both these assumptions are, on the whole, 
in good agreement with reality. By inserting expressions from equations (18) 
and (19) into (17) we get 
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00 
7,(0, ů) = - ^ f _ * 8 Є c 0 exp I — - 5 - sec #1. 
0 




a = - = 24770 Л-ҶÅ], ATe 
when using according to [25b]: 
Te = 57§0 ± 40 °K, 
_ he 
the dependence of the temperature on the optical depth [25c] is 
Tt = ^Tt[r + q(r)]9 (21) 
where various approximations are used for q(r). The first approximation gives 
2 
q(r) = — [25d], which is quite sufficient for practical purposes [26a]. 
o 
10. THE CHANGES OF THE VARIATION COEFFICIENT OF CONTINUOUS 
RADIATION IN THE CASE OF NON-VARIABILITY OF CONTINUOUS 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
If we assume the linear dependence of the source function Jv(r) on the optical 
depth, the following expression for the emergent flux of radiation Fv can be 
written 
J v = L(o,^-).(l+-|/3,), (22) 




e « — 1 
3 x u 
(23) 
and 
8 * 1 — e-* 
U = OL K~2~= 29460A"1 [A]. 
x 
By putting (23) and — = 1 into (22) the flux we are looking for is equal to 
Xy 
and the variation coefficient 
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Tab. 5 
Theoretical values of functions giving the course of variation coefficient under 
two different assumptions 
9Cv 
A(Â) A Í 1 дФ 
Ф д(X 
Q(cc) H(u) 
from ІÍ (0) from Fx 
3000 1.34 1.32 0.96 7.93 9.11 
3600 1.36 1.29 0.97 6.87 7.74 . 
4000 0.67 0.66 0.91 6.63 6.72 
4600 0.66 0.64 0.89 4.90 5.93 
6000 0.72 0.67 0.91 4.60 6.30 
6600 0.73 0.70 0.93 4.19 4.79 
1 6000 0.78 0.76 0.94 3.88 4.36 
6600 0.82 0.79 0.96 3.66 4.00 
7000 0.84 0.80 0.96 3.40 3.70 
7600 0.86 0.87 0.97 3.20 3.43 
8000 0.98 0.96 0.98 3.04 3.20 
8600 1.00 1.00 0.99 2.88 3.01 
9000 1.12 1.07 1.00 2.76 2.82 
9600 1.09 1.04 1.00 2.61 2.66 




is in the case of fairly high values of u, when e~ 
< 11000 A), represented by the formula 
Һ = u 
Values of the function 
3 +u 1 ATe 
4 + u Җ ' AR : 
3 +u 
H(u) = u. 
4 + u 
0 (practically for A < 
(25) 
(26) 
within 3000 A to 11 000 A are included in Tab. 5. Exponent e(A> defined by 
relation (15) results about 
e(X) 1, 
which is in variance with the data of Tab. 4. In Fig. 7 values of function 
H(u) ~ kx are plotted by open circles. 
11. THE CHANGES OF THE VARIATION COEFFICIENT OF CONTINUOUS 
RADIATION IN THE CASE OF VARIABILITY OF THE CONTINUOUS 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
In the last paragraph we assumed the linear dependence of the source function 
Jv(r) on the optical depth, as well as the independence of the continuous ab-
sorption coefficient on the wave-length. 
It turns out that the former assumption can sometimes lead to quite incorrect 
results [27] and the latter assumption is not fulfilled either, which follows 
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from the papers studying the dependence of the continuous absorption coeffi­
cient on the wave-length both theoretically [28, 29] and experimentally [30], 
By eliminating these two assumptions equation (20) gives for emergent mo­
nochromatic flux the expression [30] 
00 











where Tx is given by (21) and E2 
is integrallogarithm: 
E. <<*н Q-XW W2 áw. 
Further, the Planckian distribu-
tion for TT can be expressed by 
that corresponding to effective 
temperature of the Sun, so that 
equation (27) can be written in 
the form 
3000 4000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 
•k(A) Fr=Br(Te).Ф 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the form of empirical de­
pendence of variation coefficient on wave­
length with that derived theoretically in the 
case of "quiet" photosphere. 
H) 
(28) 
Function 0 in this equation is 
equal to 
Ф = 2(e"— 1) 
00 
5 Җ (•H exp[«jт[т + ?(t)]j j X dт (29) 
and its values are tabulated by Burkhardt [31]. The variation coefficient in the 
case of e - * -> 0 according to (28) is given by the expression 




Functions 0 and —=— can be determined with sufficient accuracy from nomo­
gram 0 = 0\<x, -^ | [30] . The dependence of the continuous absorption coeffi­
cient on the wave-length was determined by Miinch [30] both from the spectral 
distribution of intensity in the centre of the solar disc, lx(0), and from the emerg­
ent monochromatic fluxes, FV His results are included in the second and third 
columns of Tab. 5 for wave-lengths between 3000 A and 10 000 A. The auxiliary 
expression, 1 -=- —=— , is given in column 4, column 5 and 6 list functions 
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o(«)=«(l-^-^), (3D 
and H(u) from equation (26). In Fig. 7 the dependence of function G(oc) ~ hi 
on the wave-length is represented by full circles. The average slope of the empi-
rical dependence in the range of 3000 A — 11 000 A (e = —3.3; see paragraph 
8) is shown by a conspicuous curve in the same figure. 
It is apparent from Fig. 7 that the introduction of the variable continuous 
absorption coefficient does not practically affect the form of the dependence 
of the variation coefficient on the wave-length. Therefore the interpretation 
of the obtained i^-curve only by radiation of a "quiet" photosphere does not 
lead to sufficient agreement between theory and observation. The introduction 
of the continuous absorption coefficient as a function of optical depth would 
only negligibly change the form of the theoretical dependence (30) as the fun-
ction K„ = xv(r) changes very inappreciably; this fact was found by Munch[30] 
on the basis of the theory elaborated by Chandrasekhar [48] in the case of the 
Negative Hydrogen Ion, which is the main agent of continuous absorption in 
wave-lengths between 3000 A and 11 000 A. 
12. CONTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE REGIONS TO THE TOTAL RADIATION 
OF THE SUN IN VARIOUS WAVE-LENGTHS 
Let us note that the basic formula (1) determined from experience leads us 
to the consideration of the influence of active regions on total solar radiation. 
Faculous areas are the most effective constituent of these regions in the wave-
length range 3000 A to 11 000 A. 
Therefore we can presuppose that the relative variation of effective tempera-
ture of the Sun during the eleven-year cycle found from observations which, 
according to (30), is expressed by 
( f i= -^M'-^r -«~«»• <-> 
is the consequence of two relative variations: that of the effective temperature 
( AT \ m e , and that of the effective temperature 1e )Q 
( ATe\ of faculous areas, I m
 e I ; the contribution of both constituents to an observed 
result (32) changes with the wave-length. The contribution of the variation 
of the effective temperature of faculae in wave-length X can be characterized 
by the ^-coefficient: 
tfa.-»HH+<-'--(4a--; <•* 
it has the meaning of weight and we can write it in the form: 
yx = n — i, (34) 
where <px is the ratio of average emergent intensities of faculae and photosphere 
45 
- UI]F ,„-* 
UAJO 
To derive 9^ it is firstly necessary to insert [IX(^)]Q and [IX(&)]F into the general 
expression for average intensity 
I 
¥ * 
lx = 2 f Ix(&) cos # sin # d#. (36) 
0 
As very great accuracy is not demanded we can use the model of linear depend-
ence of source function on optical depth; in this case the ratio of the intensity 
of the photosphere, [IX(^)]Q, to tha t in the centre of the disc, [IX(0)]Q, is given 
by the well-known relation 
j L W ] © 1 + f t cosfl 
[L(O)]0 1 + f t '
 (Ai) 
where for A < 11 000 A the /^-coefficient is derived according to (23) by 
By inserting (37) into (36) we obtain after integration: 
To apply equation (36) to faculae too we must know at least the approximative 
form of function <px = 9>A(#). I ts values can be derived on the basis of the few 
photoelectric measurements of intensities of faculae at our disposal so far at 
various distances from the centre of the solar disc. Measurements suitable for 
elaboration were taken by Richardson [49] in wave-lengths of 4330 A and 
5780 A, by Krat [50] in those of 3900 A and 5000 A, and by Wormell [51] in 
total solar light. Johnson's new results of the energy distribution in the continu-
ous spectrum of the Sun [52, 53] give the value of 7120 A as an effective wave-
length of the total solar radiation; that means function cpx = <PA(#) is at our 
disposal for five wave-lengths. These relations are graphically represented in 
Fig. 8. Even when measurements are not too accurate, the expression of de-
pendence <px = 9?A(#) in the form 
<pk = 1 + ax(l — cos#) (39) 
seems to be quite suitable; the a r coefficient in this formula is independent of 
angle #. Using (39), (35), (36) and (34) we get for the ^.-coefficient 
a 1 + YPx 
n = q--g- g—, (*>) 
1 +-z-(ti 
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where q is a parameter depending on the vibration of the image of photometried 
faculae. For a perfectly calm image is q = 1; under the assumption that the 
vibration complies with the Gau-
ssian law distribution, Krat [50] - °°s^ 
using the most probable values 
of its parameters found that the 
real contrast between the inten-
sities of faculae and the neighbou-
ring photosphere is about 2,5times 
more than that observed; thus 
with regard to equations (39) and 
(35), we can immediately write 
q = 2,5 in equation (40). The in-
fluence of the diffused light on the 
change of contrast appeared to be 
negligible. 
( AT \ e I 
J- e Jobs 
and the y^-coefficients from the 
material and by applying the me-
thod of least squares to five con-
ditional equations of the form (33) 
we obtain the following values 
of relative variation amplitude 
of effective temperature of the 
photosphere and faculae during 
the eleven-year cycle: 
( AT \ - j r M = 0.00007 ± 0.00021, 
I AT \ 
—~ = 0.0062 ± 0.0010; Fig- 8. Ratio between intensity of faculae and 
V J- e J© neighbouring photosphere in the dependence on 
t41 \ the distance from the centre of the solar disc, in 
various wave-lengths, 
using the following values of 
effective temperature of the photosphere [25b] and faculous areas [26b] 
(Te)o = 5780 ± 40 °K, 
(Te)F = 6000 ± 100 °K, 
the corresponding variations result in: 
(ATe)Q = 0.4 ± 1.2 °K, 
(ATt), = 37 ± 6 °K. } (42) 
We therefore may draw the conclusion that the effective temperature of the 
photosphere probably does not systematically change during the cycle, and 
that the variation coefficient obtained from the material is in close mutual 
causality with the contribution of faculous areas to the total radiation of the 
solar disc within the wave-lengths 3000 A to 11 000 A. From equations (33) 
and (32) with respect to (41) it follows approximately that 
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Tab. 6 
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+ 0.398 ± 0.051 
+ 0.243 + 0.007 
+ 0.210+ 0.035 
+ 0.182+ 0.027 



















within the studied range of wave-lengths. 
Tab. 6 contains results of elaboration of Krat 's, Richardson's and WormelTs 
measurements of contrast between faculae and the neighbouring surface of the 
Sun; ascertained variations of monochromatic solar constants according to 
( AT \ m e I following from (32), contrast coefficients ax 
J- e Jobs 
and resulting coefficients yx (using q = 2,5) determined from (40) on the basis 
of measurements as well as computed from (33) using numerical values of (41) 
are tabulated for each effective wave-length; the last column 0—C shows suffi­
cient agreement. 
The general form of equation (33) gives the following expression for the 
yrcoefficient within the wave-lengths 3000 A to 11 000 A: 
П 0.0113 {* 57 X 10-
7.Лв-48 exp [-2.72 (log A)-] • ( l - - i- • ^ Ţ - 1 } . 
(43) 
The course of this dependence is represented in Fig. 9 where the measured va­
lues of the y^-coefficient are also plotted. 
Even when equation (43) is only an interpolation formula for a given range 
of wave-lengths (Fig. 9) the re­
sults following from its solution 
for limited values of the ^-coeffi­




Fig. 9. Coefficient of the contribution of faculae 
to the total change of effective temperature in 
the dependence on the wave-length. 
{oryx—>0 Ax 
fory A -> 1 h 
That means: the contrast between 
the photosphere and faculae quite 
disappears in the infrared range, 
while the contribution of faculae 
to the total radiation of the solar 
disc is considerable in the ultra­
violet range about 2000 A. This 
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fact is in qualitative agreement with statement [44] about the decrease to zero of 
the continuous radiation of the photosphere at 1500 A. As the greatest contribu-
tion to the radiation of faculae originates in the hottest (i. e. upper) layers of 
matter we must presuppose that the "effective" geometrical depth decreases 
with the decreasing wave-length and taking the visible limb of the solar disc as 
zero-point it must reach negative values. A great number of emission lines 
discovered in the ultraviolet range below 1800 A [41, 42], which originate in 
the solar chromosphere, support this conclusion. In this wave-length range the 
interpretation which holds good within 3000 A to 11 000 A is meaningless. 
13. VARIATIONS OF THE SHORT ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR RADIATION 
Although the character of the solar radiation in the wave-length range below 
2000 A considerably differs from that of long ultraviolet, visual and infrared 
radiation, elaborating the material we applied in both cases the same method 
of determination of variation coefficient fa. As this method, according to para-
graph 4, gave good results even for investigations of the changes of the ioni-
zation degree of ionospherical regions affected by solar radiation, we can con-
clude that the sunspot numbers are a general enough parameter of solar activity. 
Except for the Lyman-alpha emission the list of variation coefficients of 
wave-lengths < 2000 A (Tab. 3) includes the data obtained entirely by indirect 
methods. The corresponding effective wave-lengths are always only weighted 
means of a number of wave-lengths affecting investigated phenomena. 
To consider all these emissions in the interpretation would considerably 
complicate the calculations -and therefore we shall assume that each of the 
investigated phenomena was affected by a certain fictional emission, the posi-
tion in the spectrum and the variation coefficient of which are given by values 
Xgff and fa of Tab. 3 respectively. 
Assuming the thermal character of chromospherical emission, the intensity 
distribution in the line can be written [25e] as follows: 
. W,v)=B^)[l-e^)ma'-)l (44) 
where x is the distance from the solar limb in which the line originates, oi is 
the expression of 
oi = — y — 
4:7lCAXj) ' 
y is the damping constant, c the light-speed and AXD the Doppler's width of 
the line; v in equation (44) gives the distance from the centre of the line 
AX 
AXD' 
The Planckian distribution can be written in an investigated range with great 
accuracy in the form of 
«t_ 
Bk(T) = 2hc*X-*.e
 XT , (45) 
T now denotes the temperature of the chromosphere. Finally, functions G(x) 
and H(oi, v) are given by the expressions: 
4 Mathematica 1 4 9 
C(x)= .-J^.nA— -e , (46 
mc2 AAD \ oc ) 
#(«', v) = e J - [1 — 2t>F(t>)], (47) 
TV'* 
where m and e are the mass and charge of electron respectively, / oscillator 
strength, a the radius of the Sun, n0 and oc are parameters of the concentration 
changes of emitted atoms n with the height h above the photosphere surface: 
-ah 
n = n0.e 
The function F(v) in (47) is equal to 
V 
F(v) = e"*1 j e* du 
o 
and its values are tabulated by Miller and Gordon [54]. 
The intensity of the emitted energy in the line is then expressed as 
/,(*) = 2Bi(T) / ( l - e ^ - ^ K <«) 
0 
Let us assume that 
00 
9 f (, -C(x).H{a\v)\ , , ^ 
- g y j l l - e J d t > « 0 (49) 
0 
and derive for a given line the amplitude of temperature corresponding to the 
variation coefficient, kx, defined by equation (1). As quantity kx(Rmax — Rmin) 
is of the same order as a unit for wave-lengths < 2000 A the corresponding 
amplitude of intensity, /.imax — IAmin, cannot be determined by a simple deriva-
tion. If we denote 
j(l-e^'-fl("'-'V = --•(*), 
0 
the following relation holds for the resulting amplitude: 
j i i - ««-«.iJw.«,[--T£-] • M T K T C - I C ) ] - 1 } - «*» 
so that the expression for the variation coefficient has the form of: 
k-iH^-i=)H-
If we further denote 
K(X) = A log (1 + AR.kx), AR ~ 100, 
the correlation coefficient ip(X, K) gives the degree of reality of the dependence 
of Q(x) on the temperature, i. e. it shows us to what extent our assumption was 
correct. Values of function K(X) empirically enumerated from the variation 
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Tab. 7 
Function K(X) in wave-length range 620 A to 1220 A 
Л(Å) hi •K(X) 
620 0.0124 217 
620 0.0168 265 
740 0.0097 218 
740 0.0088 203 
740 0.0110 238 
900 0.0080 230 
1216 0.0049 210 
coefficients in the range of 620 A to 1220 A are listed in Tab. 7. The resulting 
correlation coefficient is equal to 
y>(X, K) = —0.40 ± 0.38, 
so that the correlation is very low and assumption (49) is fulfilled to a first 
approximation. The most probable value of K is 
K = 226 ± 21 (m. e.) 
and the amplitude of temperature during the cycle, 
-J J- = = J- TTlftY J- mill*. 
-I min 





Goldberg [55], Athay and Thomas [56] dealt with the determination of the 
temperature of those regions radiating in Lyman-alpha; on the basis of the total 
energy of this emission line and its width they obtained the value T «* 10000 °K 
which demontrates a large height above the boundary of the solar photosphere. 
Inserting it into (52) we obtain for the amplitude of temperature 
AT = 380 ± 50 °K, (52') 
if the error of the temperature is ± 5 0 0 °K. 
Comparing (51) with (15) the following expression has to hold for exponent 
e between wave-lengths 620 A and 1220 A for X -=f= 1000 A: 
«(A) 
0 . 1 6 8 + l o g { e x p [ - ^ - ] — l } 
log Л — 3 (63) 
and e = —1.28 for X = 1000 A. Computed values for a few wave-lengths are 
listed in Tab. 8. The average value in the investigated range of wave-lengths 




Exponent e of dependence of variation coefficient on wave-length in range 
620 À to 1220 A 












Its direct determination from the data of Tab. 3 gives 
e = —1.56 ± 0 . 2 4 (m. e.). 
The agreement between both results is sufficient. At the same time we draw the 
conclusion that the character of the dependence of the variation coefficient on 
the wave-length (which is represented in numerical values of constants too) is 
mutually so different in wave-length ranges < 2000 A and > 3000 A that it is 
immaterial to look for the general formula, which would express this relation 
in the whole range of wave-lengths of orders 500 A to 15 000 A using the same 
coefficients. For the same reason, constants A, B9 C of system (I) from para-
graph 8 have only a formal character. A comparison of the data from Tab. 4 
and 8 proves it quite objectively. 
14. CONCLUSIONS REACHED SO FAR AND FURTHER PROSPECTS 
OF RESEARCH 
In the first part of the paper the results of a number of direct and indirect 
methods determining the changes of the solar radiation at time-intervals com-
parable with the length of the eleven-year cycle are elaborated. The main pro-
duct of this part of the paper is the empirically ascertained dependence of the 
variation coefficient on the wave-length. Numerical values of the variation 
coefficient determine the relative change of solar energy production of a certain 
wave-length (or a range of them) corresponding to the change of sunspot 
number for a unit. A large degree of correlation found in the majority of investi-
gated causes of determining the variation coefficient shows the suitability of 
sunspot numbers as the general statistical parameter of solar radiation and 
attributes to the variation coefficient a clear and important physical meaning. 
Those of the cases when the degree of correlation was low concerned material 
containing either considerable intrinsic uncontrollable errors (Pettit's measur-
ements) or material of little extent (Lyman-alpha emission). 
The physical interpretation was established separately for wave-lengths 
> 3000 A and < 2000 A owing to the different character of the radiation in 
both ranges; in the former mainly continuous radiation takes place, in the latter 
emission line radiation. 
The following conclusion can be drawn in the problem of the dependence of 
the variation coefficient on the wave-length in the range of XX > 3000 A: 
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a) radiation changes affected by changes of effective temperature of "quiet" 
photosphere following from the solution of the transfer equation show consi-
derably different dependence on the wave-length to that found from material; 
no better agreement is reached by introducing a variable continuous absorption 
coefficient; 
b) agreement between theory and measurements can be reached by the 
assumption that the observed variation of the effective temperature of the Sun 
is affected by two constituents: the "quiet" photosphere and the active regions, 
viz. faculous areas. Calculation shows that the error of variation of the photo-
sphere temperature is greater than its amplitude, so that probably no systema-
tical changes of the photosphere temperature exist during a solar cycle. On the 
other hand, the variation of temperature of faculous areas is inconsiderable but 
real; 
c) the given results were found under the assumption that the conditions of 
local thermal equilibrium in the photosphere are fulfilled and on the basis of 
measurements of the contrast between faculae and the neighbouring photo-
sphere in various distances from the solar limb. 
The variation of intensity of emissions in the C7T-range of XX < 2000 A was 
interpreted on the basis of the theory of energy distribution in emission as 
a consequence of the electron temperature changes under two assumptions: 
that they have a thermal character and their profiles are independent of tem-
perature changes. Theory agrees very well 'with the empirical results even in 
this simple form. 
However, a considerable want of systematic measurements in a short-wave 
C/T-range of radiation is still felt and the majority of results calls for verificat-
ion. The determination of the variation coefficient from long observational 
series (over several solar cycles) with more precision as well as the finding of 
more reliable effective wave-lengths are essential. This problem is very import-
ant for radiation affecting the ionization of ionospheric regions. It is well-
known that the -©-region ionization is affected by X-rays [40] too, on the other 
hand Nicolet believes that the intensity of Lyman-beta is quite sufficient to 
ionize 0 2 to the extent necessary to control the changes of maximum electron 
density of-©-region [40]. Similarly, the effective wave-length of radiation excit-
ing gaseous molecules in cometary atmospheres is uncertain enough (within 
about ± 1 0 0 A). 
From the point of view of theory, the deviations from the condition of therm-
al equilibrium in various regions of the chromosphere have to be investigated 
in detail and the gradient of electron temperature must be detennined. There-
fore, expression (52') gives the amplitude of the temperature only in certain 
regions of the chromosphere, i. e. the regions most effectively contributing to 
the Lyman-alpha emission production. 
The last important problem for further investigations of this character is 
an enlargement of the wave-length range on both sides, i. e. into very short 
£7T-radiation and X-rays as well as into radio-waves, and the determination 
of the character of the variation coefficient in these ranges. 
In conclusion I wish to thank Prof. Dr. J. M. Mohr for his kind advice on the 
problem, and Doc. Dr. F. Link, Dr. M. Blaha and assistent lecturer P. Mayer 
for suggestions and help in the choice of literature. 
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S o u h r n 
V prvních od tavcích pгác j o u zpracovávány v ý l dky měř ní sluneбního zář ní 
v různých v lnových d lkách v oboru 620 Å — 11 000 Å, a t o jak př ímých t a k i n př ímo 
zí kaných. Jako param tгu luneőní бinno t i j už i to г la t ivního бí la luneбních kvrn 
a za charakter iэtiku kolíзání en rgie záření v гůzných v lnových d é l k á c h j zvolen t z v . 
ko fici n t variac , udávající r lat ivní zmënu i n t n i t y zář n í p ř i změně r la t ivního 
бí la o j dno tku . V prác i je k o n truován graf závi lo t i koefic ien tu variac na v lnové 
dé lce a j ou urбeny k o n э t a n t y v z t a h u z m a t riálu m t o d o u n jmen ích ö tv rců. 
F y ikální interpг tace nalezeného v z t a h u je rozd í lná p r o ob laэ t v lnových délek vë t -
ších než 3000 Å a m nších než 2000 Å vzh led m k t o m u , ž chaгakter zář ní j v obou 
př ípadech odl iэný. V oboru de lэ ích v lnových dé l k lz na l z né zm n y v produkc i zá-
ř ní i n t гpr t o v a t jako zm n y f k t ivní t p l o t y , přijm m -li, ž na n ich pod í l í 
j dnak „k l idná" foto féгa a jednak ak t ivní ob laзti, konkré tn faku lová po l . îгešen ím 
příslušných normá lních rovn ic obdгžím p r o amp l i tudu t p lotních zmën fakulí h o d n o t u 
as i 40 °K, za t ím co t p l o t a foto féгy b h m cyk lu pa trn ž á d n ý m y s t m a t i c k ý m změ-
nám n pod léhá. 
V oblas t i v lnových d lek menších n ž 2000 Å je spoj i té záření foto féry z a n e d b a t l n é 
vůб i řad in t n ivních miэ í chromo féry (popř. i koгony). P г o t o j nyní in t rpr tac 
založ na na teoгii гozložení in t n s i t y v m i ních бarách. Ža př dpokladu, ž m i mají 
t гmický chaгakt г, j odvoz n výraz p r o a m p l i t u d u t p l o t y chromoвféry. V prác i 
udaná h o d n o t a a m p l i t u d y , j ž p l a t í p ro t p l o t u v t ch v ãkách n a d povrch m foto féry , 
v nichž v y t v á ř í бára £<*, před tavuj — vzh l d e m k t o m u , ž gradi n t t p l o t y chro-
m o féгy a j ho průbëh není d o э u d u poko j iv znám — v íc mén j n příklad. 
V závěru práce jэou v d l v ý l dků shrnu ty i h lavní p o t í ž , j ž d o u d n přízn ivô 
ovhvňují řešení problému a truбně v y t y č n y další p r s p k t i v y výzkumu v t o m t o 
mëru. 
P e з ю м e 
B пepвыx пapaгpaфax oбpaбaтывaютcя peзyльтaты измepeний coлнeчнoгo излyчeния 
в paзныx длинax вoлн c 620 Å д o 11 000 Å, пpoизвeдeнныx пpямыми и нeпpямыми мeтo-
дaми. Oтнocитeльнoгo чиcлa coлнeчныx пятeн иcпoльзoвaнo кaк пapaмeтpa coлнeчнoй 
дeятeльнocти, зaтeм чтo измeнeния энepгии излyчeния в paзныx длинax вoлн xapaктepи-
зyютcя тaк нaзывaeмым кoэффициeнтoм вapиaции; eгo чиcлoвoe знaчeниe дaeт oтнocитeль-
нoe измeнeниe интeнcивнocти излyчeния cooтвeтcтвyющee измeнeнию oтнocитeльнoгo 
чиcлa нa eдиницy. B paбoтe пocтpoeн гpaфик зaвиcимocти кoэффициeнгa вapиaции oт 
длины вoлны и пocтoянныe oтнoшeния oпpeдeляютcя пo мaтepиaлy мeтoдoм нaимeныпиx 
квaдpaтoв. 
Физичecкaя интepпpeтaция oбнapyжeннoгo oтнoшeния paзличнa для oблacтeй длин 
вoлн бoлыниx чeм 3000 Å и мeныпиx чeм 2000 Å ввидy тoгo, чтo xapaктep излyчeния 
в oбeиx cлyчaяx инoй. B oблacти бoлыrrиx длин вoлн oбнapyжeнныe измeнeния в пpoдyкции 
излyчeния мoжнo интepпpeтиpoвaть измeнeниями эффeктивнoй тeмпepaтypы ecли пpинять, 
чтo нapядy c „нeвoзмyщeннoй" фoтocфepoй yчacтвyют в ниx и aктивныe oблacти, 
a имeннo фaкeлы. Peшeниeм cooтвeтcтвyющиx нopмaльныx ypaвнeний пoлyчaeтcя для 
aмплигyды тeмпepaтypныx измeнeний фaкeлoв знaчeниe oкoлo 40 °K, тoгдa кaк тeмпepa-
тypa фoтocфepы в тeчeниe циклa пo-видимoмy никaким cиcтeмaтичecким измeнeниям нe 
пoдвepгaeтcя. 
B oблacти длин вoлн мeньшиx чeм 2000 Å нeпpepывным излyчeниeм фoтocфepы мoжнo 
пpeнeбpeчь пo cpaвнeнию c pядoм интeнcивныx эмиccий xpoмocфepы (или жe и кopoны). 
Пoтoмy интepпpeтaция ocнoвывaeтcя нa тeopии pacпpeдeлeния интeнcивнocти в эмиccиoн-
ныx линияx. B пpeдпoлoжeнии, чтo эмиccии oблaдaют тepмичecким xapaктepoм, дaeтcя 
выpaжeниe для aмплитyды тeмпepaтypы xpoмocфepы. Ee знaчeниe, пpивeдeннoe в paбoтe 
и cooтвeтcтвyющee тeмпepaтype в тex выcoтax нaд пoвepxнocтью фoтocфepы, в кoтopыx 
oбpaзyeтcя линия L<*, пpeдcтaвляeт coбoй — ввидy тoгo чтo гpaдиeнт тeмпepaтypы xpoмo-
cфepы и eгo xoд нeт пo a yдoвлeтвopитeльнo извecтeн — бoлee или мeнee пpимep. 
B кoнцe paбoты нapядy c peзyльтaтaми peзюмиpoвaны и ocнoвныe тpyднocти, кoтopыe 
пoкa нeблaгoпpиятнo влияют нa peшeниe пpoблeмы, и кpaтнo пocтaвлeны дaльнeйшиe 
пepcпeктивы иccлeдoвaний тaкoгo poдa. 
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